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NumerollS purely theoreticcl, as ,':e11 as practical studies have been made on the 
'air-tightness and water-tightness of windows. The tests made up to the present 
time in those two fields (air ancl water) which are insepurable in practice for 
windows, are liable to become partly out-dated because of several recent factors 
which have crept into modern con;Jtructions. The technique in the construction of 
wooden windows allows for boldness, und the pressing needs of new dwellings some-
times tend to cor.fuse the infol':lation on the problem of window-tightness. 

(i) Lal't;<:J buildings are beine constructed on more and more exposed sites; for 
example, on the edge of and facing the sea, Or on hills overlooking a city which Can 
no longer be extended into the valley. 

(ii) Th\7 height of these buildings does not cease to grow: 10, 15 or even 
20 storeys, without omitting the higher tower blocks intended for the transmission 
of radio waves or for use as offices. 

(iii) i!'inaJly, jn order to gain space or to incorporate prefabricated clU'tain 
wulls .. the archi'~ect may often reduce or even omit window recesses. 

The Vlind velocities hitting the windows of modej.'n buildings create pressures 
and depressions which are considerably greater than those ey~sting around lower 
buildings. A constant precipitation at a given time, in conjunction with these 
higher pressures pt'oduces completoly different ef'fects on the window casements. 
Therefore tho conditions for using the building become more severo, and require a 
more efficient water-tightne33 and aiX',·tightness than ever obtained before. These 
problems will be descri1ed in this fieport. Tests on prototypes are becoming more 
and more essential in order to remedy these faults and to Imow the behaviour of 
windows wi thin the now frcuneworlc of constructione For this reason the Teclmical 
Centre for Wood has a special laboratory performing air-tightness and water-
tightness tests. 

Two aspects of this problem may be considered: 

(j) - ~'he standards and tenting procedures used at the present time. 

(ii) .• The apparatus used for theSG tests at the ~'ec}mical Centre for Wood and 
the results obtained. 

I. THE PIlESEI1T STANDAP..DS .AND TESTTIIG I2i.OC:E:DURF.3 

ea) Abroad -

A. &£;:tightness 

We have made contact with the Belgians who have oarriGd out the 
folloVling tests: 

1st s'3ries: Five times in a row the pressure was varied between 0 and 50 mm. 
of '"atel', and 50 and 0 mm. of water (a pressure of 50 mm. of water 
corresponds to a wind 'velocity of 102 km./hr.). This preliminary 
step allo\7S the hinges and various vlindow fittings to assume their 
final position. 

2nri serios: After the first test, the lealcage.is measured for pressure differenoes 
of 2, 5 and 10 mmo of water between 0 and 50 mm_, und between 50 
and 0 mm. of water • 

.2].'cl se,r:'iGs: A test approximating hurricane conditions, is perf'ormed by applying 
a pressure of 100 mm. of water, which corresponds to a wind velocity 
of J.4.4 km./hr~ In order to take into account the permanent 
deformation resulting from the "hurricane" test:, the second series 
of tests is repeated. 

This v/hole cycle of tests on pressure is also carried out on depression, but the 
holes for draining the Viater arG clon ed off. The Belgian standards prescribe a 
maximuIn air 'f10\7 (in m 3/hr./linear meter of the joint), for a pressure differential 
of 10 mm. of water, of 6m3/hl'o tmder pressure £l.S well as tmdOl' suotion (depression) ... 
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In uddi tion the Belgian values ac;ree \lith certain foreign proncribed values 
(German in particular). 

(b) In Fr~..£.£ - l!'or the time baing the French St.:mdardization Association (AFNOR) 
still has not fixed tho standards for air-tightness tests on 
windov/s. Iiovertheless, the Tochnical Centre for Wood established 
the folloriing cycle of tests: 

1st s.~~.£:!..: The escape of alI' in measured: 

( a) 
(0) 
(c) 

for an air pl'ossure of 1 nun. of water (wind vel.: 
for ap. air pro::;SUI'O of 5 nun. of vlater (,rind vel.: 
for un air prussure of 10 nun. of ~7atcr (wind vel.: 

14.4 kID./hr.) 
32.2 kID./hr.) 
46 kID./hr.) 

The air flo;-, from tho nindo", is measured in m3/hr. per linear meter 
of the joint. 

2nd serie s: the same procedure is repeated again after tests on Vlater-tightness; 
Lo. uftor a slight, but real modification in the \"load. 

The average of' the flons recorded during these two series of tests 
gives tho air·-tightness of the v/indor/. 

In the course of those tests tho air flo>l is recorded in m3/hr. per linear meter 
of the JOint; horlOver, at present there oxists an official window classification 
established by tho Technical Institute of Building and Public Works (LT.B.T.P.); it 
is buned on un air flerl in m3/hr. Pe.:~ square motor of the openable surface, under a 
pressure of 1 mm. of Viator. Tbis classifioation is the follo,ling: 

0 3 m3/hr./m2 Class A Special category 

3 - 10 m3/hr./m2 B good 

10 30 m3/hr./m2 C normal 

30 - 100 m3/hr./m2 D acoeptable 

100 and moru E inaooeptable 

B. water-tifhtness 

As fur as ;"Ie kno'il, tho Belgians made no tests on nater tightness in 1960. 

In order to increase the accuracy of the results on water-tightness the 
Technical Centre for \food. considored the possibility of performing these tests in 
4 successive stages: 

1st stage: 

2nd stage: 

Flon of 0.75 1/min/m2 of open surfaoe without wind for 15 mins. 

Vlater floVi of 0 0 75 1/min/m2 'ilith a rond velocity of 32 kID./hr. 
(5 nun. of \"later) for 5 minutes. 

"Vi ater flow of 1.5 l/min/m 2 wi th no wind foI' 15 mins. 

water floVI of 1.5 l/min/m 2 v:ith a wind velocity of 32 kID./hr9 
(5 nun. of 'ilater). 

During each test the follolling are rooorded: the case of leakage, time, the 
place and seriousness of water leakage which may arise on the internal surface of 
the YlindoVi. 

II. g'PARATUS USED AT THE TECi-lNIC.l\IJ Cl!HTRE FOR VlOOD 

nJ;;SULTS OBTAINED 

A. Jni tiaJ. equipment ... Test aaiS801"1 

For several years air-tightness and water-tiBbtness tests have been made by the 
Technical Centre for Wood u::jing the floVl method and according to the method described 
above with the help of a test oaisson. 
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CAISSON - The tests were accomplished with the help of an air-tight caisson made of 
steel whose dimensions are: 

length 
height 
width 

•. 2 m 50 
'·2 m35 

Om 52 

One of the faces of thi~ caisson (2 m 50 x 2 m 35) is open and the test windows 
are fixed on it. Since the vlindol'Ts have very diverse dimensions, the gap between the 
wir~ow and the edges of the frc~e is closed by means of plywood (15 mm. thick) which 
is nailed and joined with putty to the window and the caisson. Three openings are 
used: the first for the inlet of air; the second fOl' the inlet of water; and the 
third for the removal ofwuter. Tho l1!-tter is filled with putty during air-tightness 
tests. 

This cais~on consists of: 

(a) - an external fan: 

The air pressure is produced by a fan whose maximum output is' 200 m .3/hr. With 
this installation this flow assures a maximum pressure of ltD IIllD. of water (i.e. a wind 
ve:!.ocity of 90 kin./hr.) for the spec:1ally tight windov,:s. . 

(b) - '!!"'y~at0r spray-tu1z.~~Li;J;l,EL..ca~s2.2.!l: 

The water is atomized along the top of the window with the help of a 
horizontal spray tube having 1 mm. holes at 2 cmo intervals. 'The water 'enters the· 
tube under pressure .correllponding to the flow assigned for the test. 

DU1~ng the tests, the angle of incidence of the rain varies with the wind 
VGlooity; hOViever, this angle dues not exceed 45°. The advantage of this value 
is that approximately the same flow of water is maintained along the vertical 
surfuceo 

However, the:; solution which we have adopted up to now has certain disadvantages: 

- on the major portion of the windo\'l, the rain is in the fonn of trickles'; 

- preferential zones of run-off are formed· on the windovi so that the water 
does not behave lDee a dontii;1Uous film (however this phenomenon alSo appears in" 
current practice); 

- therefore, the flow of water along a window cannot be reproduced in the same 
way for all wil:!doVls; 

- undoubtedly, . it is not true ,to rea,li ty that the amount of rain on 1 m2 of 
window surface should be throv;n on a horizontal strip. 

(c) - ~easuring devices: 

The air bl'own by the fan passes through a series of rotameters graduated fI:om 
o to 20 m.3, 20 to 100 m) and 100 to 200m 3• The pressure inside the oaisson is 
measured by means of an alcohol manometer graduated in tenths of mm. of water up to 
a maximum of 40 mm. of water. .. The amount of water is measured by a simple flow 
meter graduated from 0 to'lO, J/min with an accuracy of ± 1/5 l. 

~'SUUI'S OBTAINED 

1. Air-tightness 

As an ex~~ple, we give the over-all results obtained on 70 
types subjected to a pressure of 10 mm. of water (wind velocity: 
of these windows were of the "French" type,in two sections; the 
various types: sliding, pivoting, etc. 

Windows of different 
46 km./hr.). Most 

rest co~siBted of 

The windows were tested just as they'were reoeived (v'arnished or painted) without 
any prelimirJ.ary touch-up:! before the tes~. The results of olassifying these 70 
windows had the follorr,ing distribution: " ' 
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6 windows transmitted between o and 5 ni3 /br./linear m of the joint; ioee 9'/0 
20 1\ " " 5 and 10 ut /br./linear m " 1/ n iae" 28% 

20 " II n 10 and 15J /hr./linear m 1\ 
1\ 1\ ioe. 28% 

12 " " 1\ 15 and 20 ; /hr./linear m " 1\ II i.elll> 18% 

9 1\ " " 20 and ?fJ ri( /hr./linear m " " 1\ i.eo 13% 

.3 " " " 20 and 35 J /hr./linear M " " " iee" 4% 
[1 m3/hr./m = 10.77 ft.3 /hr./ft.] 

2. Vlater-ti~tn~ 

On 40 windovls tested with artificial rain, it was established that: 

8 vlindows had no leakage throughout the 4 stages of the test; 
8 " leaked during the 4th stage; 
4 " " " " 3rd stage; 
8 " " " " 2nd stage; 

12 " II " II 1st stage. 

The eaunes of either air or Vlater leakage are very diverse; nevertheless, there 
often are ver.f definite correlations be-u'«i?en air-tightness and water.,.tightness. For 
this reason (in our' opinion) these tests are inseparable for the testing of windows. 

As a result of' th')se tests, the main causes of various tYJ.)es of leakage may be 
given: 

a poor overlap between the window casing and the free section due to 
insufficient tightness of the hinges; 

by: 

a poor fit between the bead and the groove; 

oversight of a ccmtinuous flow of water to the outside; this is explained 

escape grooves not reaching at least the stile of the casing, 
escape grooves r;i th a too small cross-·section, 
non·-existence of a.x·ips at the bottom of the groov(:) in the stile of the 
c..l.sing" 

As a result, the various defects mentioned could be eliminated from some of the 
products tested, and for this reasoI)., although the tests are empirical, they have 
led to improvements in various types' of modern windo;V's. 

B. Second devir:e - the test Hall 

With the initial equipment a maximum wind velocity of 90 km./hr. could be 
attained. Ht.l'ieVer, this velocity is insufficient for IIhurricane" tests on the one 
hand, and for tests on air.,.tight windows subjected to winds of 100 km./hr. and 
greater, on the other. (Wind velocities of that kind have been recorded under the 
most unfavourable conditions). A large wind tunnel containing a small facade with 
a windol'/ appear(;ld to be too cumbersome. In addition, certain depressionlJ along the 
facades cannot be reproduced in a wind tunnel, and for this reason, the results would 
be ratwJr difficult to interpret. 

Therefore, the Technical Centre for Wood tried the Belgian solution of using a 
test VIall, this apparatus \/l1icllis now barely completed consists of: . 

(a) -~l 

Pr:lvided with an aq.ditional plywood framework covered vdth rubber the window 
frame is placed against a vertical, plane, reinforced concrete wall (6 m x 4. m). 
Bolts are soldered on to the ends of steel cylinders whicll are embedded in the concrete 
when it is poured; these make it possible to screw in the threaded coupling rodse 
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Anchor plates which rest against the window and clamp it, are bolted by these 
coupling rods. The window placed in this way forms a caisson which is air-tight on 
all sides, except on the side of the wall containing an opening (30 cm. in diameter) 
for the entry of air under variable pressure. 

(b) - an egualibration chamber 

The blown or aspirated air is equalized in a 4 w3 equalibration chamber adjacent 
to the tenting wall (see diagram). Here ends the tube network coming fran the fan .. 

(c) -~ 

The fan has a maximum air flow of 8000 uf /hr. with absolute a:i..r-tightness at a 
pressure of 300 mm. of water. In practice a pressure of about 240 mm. of water 
(i.e. wind velocity of 223 km./hr.) is the maximum available for the tests. This 
device \7orks as a blower or as an aspirator in order to create pressures or 
depressiOns • 

(d) - water pipe 

The \Jater is atomized into fine droplets near the top of the window by means . 
of a pipe containing nozzles in the shape of cones. 

(e) - measuring devices 

A gauge arranged on the plane surfaoe of the wall inside the oaisson gives the 
pressure reading. 

Acting as an opentng in a thin wall, a diaphragm is plaoed on the air inlet 
pipe inside the equalizing ohamber. It reduces the cross-section of the air-inlet 
by a predetermined ratio, ~)d thus creates a loss of head. This loss of head 
correspondin'g to a given air flow is measured automatically by means of two pressure 
gauges placed before and after the diaphragm. A series of three diaphragms makes it 
possible to cover the entire range of .rind velooities useful for the tests. A flow 
meter measures the amount of water atomized in the course of the test. 

The installation of the testing wall has not yet been completed; only the 
measuring devices have not yet been installed. 

Nevertheless, tests have been made with the help of rotameters in the initial 
caisson. The maximum pressure measured with these devioes was 110 mm. ~f water 
(i.e. a wind velocity of 150 km./hr~. Verification tests on a glazed door tested in 
the initial apparatus gave exactly the same results as the wall tests. 

For the time being we c~ot give any results of tests made with this new wall. 
Nevertheless, after a few preliminary tests it appears that this apparatus will 
mensure the high force05 to \'Ihich the windo~1s of some very tall, modern buildings 
are subjected. The pressure-depression cyoles act on the whole system (uprights, 
hinges, etc.) and have a definite effect on the air-and water-tightness. Undoubtedly, 
this 'Iill lead to important modifications in the construction of modern window frames, 
and particularly in the field of water-tightness; one improvement may' be the use of a 
covering with Neoprene rubber joints which seemed to give appreciable improvements 
in the initial tests. 

Following the tests made with this wall, we will undoubtedly be forced to 
revise the general testing conditions in order to establish the necessary standards 
for the future. These should yield window frames which vrill be as air-and water-
tight as possible and take into account the prosent evolution in modern constructions~ 

Paris, April 13th, 1962~ 

A. Villiero; 

Head of the Technologioal Researoh and 
Testing Service of the 
Technical Centre for Wood. 
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AppenC!.ix + 
Information on precipitation in France 

In order to get an idea of the water flow vlhich should be used in water-tightness 
tests on windows, the Technical Centre for Wood made inquiries at the Meteorological 
Service for the Paris region .. 

Precipitation measurements could be obtained for various large cities of France" 
but these measurements wore expressed in different ways: total annual precipitation, 
distribution according to months of the year, etc. Usually this information is of 
very little interest for a wator-tightness test when the rain lasts 15 minutes, for 
example" 

The highest aver~ge precipitation lasting 15 minutes waS sought over a ten year 
period. For three different cities in France l the maximum values obtained indicated 
t.he following floVis (in l/min. per m2 at ground level) corresponding to rains lasting 
15 mim 

1.. ~ris Monts:::lUris (fl'om pluviometric observations over 60 years) 

Record: 2 1 16/min/m2 

Average over ten years: 1.1 .. 76 f9l' 15 min$ (i .. e. 1001/nt/hr .. ) .. 

2~ Lyon (from observations made over 15 years) 

Record: 1 1 17/min/m 2 

Average over ten years: 1 Is for J.5 min .. (i .. e .. 60 J/mo/hr .. )!§> 

Record: 1 1 00/min/m2 

Average over ten years: 0 1.78 for 15 mino (i .. e. 461/m2/hr.). 

The record values are obviously exceptional and are not attained every year; 
nevortheless, in laboratory experiments it would not be abnormal to require values 
based at least on the ten-year averagos.. There is nothing wrong with requiring 
test conditi~ns which are slightly worse than reality .. 

Various coatings have been tested; including fast-drying oils, phenolic oil 
varnish, glycerophthalate varnish, various paints with pigments such as aluminium, 
mica, etco 

It is usually agreed that the waterproofing efficiency of a layer of these 
various products decreases very rapidly in a humid atmosEher~. (the most important 
effect).. In most cases it is reduced to zero at the end of ten days. On the other 
hand, a very marked increas·e is noted in the waterproofing efficiency of 2 layers; 
it is almost doubled. The increase is small in going from 2 to 3 layers~ 

For wate,,:, the grolith is slight in going from 1 to 2 layers during the initiaJ. 
hours, but the efficiency is almost doubled over 48 hourso 

Out of the various-products tested up to the present, the bost results.were 
obtained with; 

- varnish: of the glycerophthalate and the phenolic oil type 

- paints: with quantities of aluminium and mica .. 
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